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The Problem  
Mazes are very interesting, they are problems waiting to be solved, but what is the best 

way to solve them. First we have to think about what kinds of mazes we will test on, right now 
our project focuses on two types of mazes, one being the standard start at the edge and end on the 
edge, the second being labyrinths which are just mazes that have a start on the edge and end in 
the center. Then there is the question of how to solve the maze, the first and easiest was the wall 
follower which was referenced in Pullen’s Maze Algorithm and it’s pretty obvious what it does, it 
follows the wall , and this works every time in the standard maze, but that's not true for 
labyrinths or mazes with the exit in the center. So, What is the best algorithm to solve any maze 
every time? 

 
How are we solving it 

We have two different types of mazes to test alongside. A maze that has standard 90 
degree turns, and a maze with random angles for it’s turn. Several types of agents would be 
“taught” different types of maze algorithms. These would range from always taking a right hand 
turn to a group of algorithms. This would allow a way to view the effect of different techniques 
from inside of the maze. We would then use a an omniscient view to solve the maze with the 
shortest path. This would help us to compare the techniques to how to solve a maze perfectly. 

 
Progress that we’ve made  

We have had some trouble with the focus of our project and it has changed quite a bit, 
our interest just became less and less as we continued the project. The First Idea we had for a 
project was looking at how entropy increases or decreases within a file before and after data 
compression. We did quite a bit of research about the compression of files and what ways files 
were compressed. The research for that idea was going really well, and we found a lot of useful 
information, but we really did not see a clear path to modeling this problem. So we looked at 
ways we could quantify the information and we could really only look at the size of the file, and 
that just wasn't enough for an entire project as we could quickly import a file into a python 
program and get the file size, this program would only be a couple of lines. After realizing we 
had to do something more, we looked at ways we could modify the compressor, so that it takes 
away or approximates specific parts of a file, so that we can optimize data compression, but that 



would require that we rip a lot of the program apart and we found that we have no interest in 
that. So After we lost interest in the project, We decided  we would look at maze algorithms and 
what algorithm was the best at solving mazes.  So we would create different types of Mazes and 
have turtles that have their own ways of solving them, such as the right hand wall method, where 
they follow the right wall. This is where we got a lot of a research done, we looked at the 
different ways that we can solve mazes and different mazes that we can make. We plan to start 
the program a soon as possible, but we have setup the initial program like the first maze and the 
turtles that will move randomly.  

 
Results we expect 

We expect to find a method that is close to the perfect path. The different uses of 
techniques would demonstrate the different types of ways a person could use to solve the maze. 
This would help people who work at or attend mazes and those types of attractions to have the 
quickest method of finding their way. 
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